
 

Dear Honors American Literature Student, 
This year we’ll be launching our study of literary theory and 
criticism with The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien, which 
you will begin independently over the summer. To some, this is 
a collection of short stories; to others, this is a novel. However, 
as an Honors Student, you might choose to describe the work as 
a melding of various literary traditions. O'Brien presents a war 
memoir and a writer's autobiography with a fictional 
protagonist...who happens to share his name. TTTC’s "Tim 
O'Brien" is a middle-aged writer remembering and reconciling 
his service in Vietnam. The author Tim O’Brien wrote this book 
20 years after his own service in Vietnam. Further blurring the 

lines between what is memory and what is storytelling is the alternating of first and third person 
as O’Brien explores the meaning of this war through the relationships with and among the men 
who served with him. 
 
While it’s not required, I would recommend watching the trailers for each of the episodes from 
Ken Burns and Lynn Novick’s PBS documentary The Vietnam War: 
http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/the-vietnam-war/episodes/ 
And listen/view personal stories at: 
http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/the-vietnam-war/vietnam-stories/ 
 
There are 4 parts to this assignment. Total possible points: 76 
Part 1: My suggestion is to purchase a physical book or download and print a PDF that you can 
mark up. I have a few class copies, which you can sign out, but you won’t be able to write in 
them. As you read, annotate: Comment on moving, meaningful passages; ask questions and look 
up unfamiliar words and military terms; draw. Annotations mean interacting with the text, not 
just highlighting. I will not be collecting this but will check to see that you fulfilled this 
requirement. Without this, you will not be successful with the summer project nor well prepared 
to begin Unit 1. 
 
You will turn in, on the first day of class, a printout of  Parts 2, 3, and 4. Your document should 
be formatted in MLA style with a first-page full header and running headers on subsequent 

 

http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/the-vietnam-war/episodes/
http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/the-vietnam-war/vietnam-stories/
http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/the-vietnam-war/vietnam-stories/
http://www.alanreinstein.com/site/home_page_files/They%20Things%20They%20Carried%20Full%20Text.pdf


 

pages. The document should be double-spaced throughout in 12-point Times New Roman. 
Please attach an original title for this assignment that is a synthesis of your impression of the 
book. Beneath that, post the source you used in MLA Works Cited format so I know which 
version you used (edition or online) for citation clarity. Example: 
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War Is Hell 

MLA presentation of Work Cited 

Part 2: Summarize each chapter or create a timeline, whichever way the chapter may be best 
“captured”; choose one quote - a passage that struck you during your annotations - that strongly 
represents a theme or purpose of that chapter with MLA in-text citation; explain its significance. 
Example: 
Chapter Title: “On the Rainy River” 
Summary: [main points/timeline - you can bullet these] 
Quote: “And I want you to feel it - the wind coming off the river, the waves, the silence, the 
wooded frontier” (56). [Explanation] This is the first time in this chapter that the narrator breaks 
the fourth wall and addresses the reader in second person, engaging the senses. [Why is this 
significant?] Speaking is a form of release, and he seems desperate to have someone, the reader, 
feel what he felt, to hear his inner conflict and understand. Maybe even judge him.  
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Name__________________________________ 
 

TTTC Notes Rubric  ____/50 

Grade Notes 

 
50 points 

-Student includes the title of all chapters, properly 
identified and punctuated 
-Student has included a thorough summary 
-Student has successfully crafted a brief explanation 
of theme/purpose for all highlighted passages 
-Student formats MLA in-text citations correctly 
throughout 

 
 
35 points 
 
 

-Summaries may be lacking here and there but 
every chapter is represented 
-Student includes the title of all chapters but there 
may be minor errors 
-Explanation of some highlighted passages may be 
more summary and lack thematic explanation- but 
all exist 
-Student may have minor MLA formatting errors 
here and there but all passages are cited 

 
 
20 points 
 
 

-Summaries are missing 
or 
-Highlighted passages are missing 
-MLA information may be missing 
But every chapter is represented 

 
10-15 points per teacher’s 
discretion 
 

-Chapters are missing 
-Little-to-no MLA information 
-Exhibits minimal effort 
 

0 Not turned in/missed deadline 

 
 

 



 

Part 3: Choose one story and explain in a 500-word essay how O’Brien uses elements of 
persuasive, expository, and narrative language to achieve his purpose for that story.  
Scoring x 4 = 16 points 
4- Response is highly organized, fully addresses prompt, is supported by appropriate textual 
evidence cited properly, and contains a thoughtful interpretive explanation; student presents a 
paper meeting the requirements of a literary analysis format  
3- Response fully addresses prompt, may lack some organization and is supported by textual 
evidence that could be stronger, which may or may not be cited properly within text; contains a 
reasonable explanation; or may be imbalanced, relying more on text or more on explanation for 
support - although both are included; student attempts the formatting of a literary analysis but 
may not be wholly successful 
2- Response may address part of prompt fully or addresses prompt completely but relies on text 
or interpretation only when answering 
1- Response is a minimal attempt 
0- missing or off-topic 
 
Part 4: Return to the thematic explanations of your selected quotes; choose one and find a poem 
that you will share as a literary pairing to that chapter. Example: From “On the Rainy River,” I 
searched for a poem using keywords about inner conflict and wanting to be heard. I read several 
and settled on “Song of the Open Road” by Walt Whitman, a 15-section poem from Leaves of 
Grass. I thought the fifth section was most apropos. Print out your poem and annotate or write a 
short explanation on the physical printout as to why you chose this piece, making specific and 
detailed connections to the chapter in MLA format. An American poet would be preferable. 
10 completion points 
 
Your work is due the first day of class without exception. There is no reduced point value for late 
work in Honors. I will address this further in August. I will be away part of the summer but will 
check my email frequently. Please don’t expect an immediate response to questions so don’t 
leave this until the last minute. You will find that working efficiently will help you succeed this 
year. Have a great summer. See you in August. 
 
Carla Odell 
codell@charterarts.org 
 

 

http://matthewkaberline.blogspot.com/2008/04/walt-whitman-song-of-open-road-section.html
http://matthewkaberline.blogspot.com/2008/04/walt-whitman-song-of-open-road-section.html

